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Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring with unit. R-modules with 
DICC, i.e., modules which have no doubly infinite chain of submodules, 
were first introduced in [Cl] and extensively investigated in [C2]. 

Let us recall from those papers some results which will be referred to 
later on, but first let us fix some notation. If R is a commutative ring with 
unit, n will denote its nilradical. Also, a min/max ideal of R is a prime ideal 
which is both minimal and maximal. If M is an R-module, then 
N(M) = N = the sum of all submodules of M of finite length. In [Cl] we 
proved that a non-reduced ring S with no min/max ideals has DICC if and 
only if S reduced is Noetherian, and n has DCC, is nilpotent, and is almost 
divisible (i.e., Vyg S- n, n/yn has finite length). In [C2] we proved a 
similar result for modules--that is, an R-module M has DICC if and only 
if N has DCC; M/N has ACC; and, for all x E M - N, N/Rx n N has finite 
length. Moreover, a DICC not DCC R-module M can be generated by 
finitely many elements outside the submodule N. 

In this paper we make a further investigation of DICC modules. We call 
weakly DZCC (abbreviated to WDICC a ring whose nilradical is nilpotent 
and DCC, and such that the reduced ring is Noetherian; we call standardly 
DZCC (abbreviated to SDICC) a DICC module (resp. ring) which is not 
ACC, not DCC (resp. not ACC and, hence, also not DCC). We pay par- 
ticular attention to the question of how the existence of a DICC R-module 
affects the ring itself. 

It is known that if a ring admits a faithful ACC module, then the ring is 
Noetherian. Recently, W. Heinzer and D. Lantz proved that if a complete 
quasi-local ring admits a faithful DCC module, then it is Noetherian. For 
SDICC modules there seems to be no obvious way of proving a similar 
result, as the Example 1 given after Theorem 1 shows. In this subtle exam- 
ple we exhibit a quasi-local WDICC ring R such that Rred is complete 
local, R has a faithful SDICC module, but R is not DICC. 
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Finally, among other results, we provide with Theorem 4 a new charac- 
terization of SDICC modules. 

Let us mention some further notation. If (R, m) is a quasi-local ring, 
then K = R/m is its residue field, R is the m-adic completion of R, E,(K) 
the injective hull of K, and >‘= Horn, (-, E,(K)) the Maths dual of 
[M]. The symbol c means strict inclusion and the symbol G allows 
equality. All other notation is standard unless stated otherwise. 

Let us start out with some definitions. 

DEFINITION 1. We call a non-reduced ring weakly DZCC if its nilradical 
is nilpotent and has DCC, and the reduced ring is Noetherian. We shall 
call standardly DICC an R-module (resp. a ring) which is DICC, but not 
ACC, not DCC (resp. not ACC and, hence, not DCC). 

Henceforth we will abbreviate weakly DICC to WDICC and standardly 
DICC to SDICC. 

Our first aim is to extend to an SDICC module a fact true for ACC and 
DCC modules over an arbitrary ring. 

Fact. It is known [N, Chap. 1, Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.17, and 
Note 3.181 that a Noetherian module over an arbitrary ring R can always 
be thought of as a Noetherian module over a Noetherian ring, namely 
R/Ann.M. Hence, if a ring admits a faithful Noetherian module, then it is 
Noetherian. 

Recently, W. Heinzer and D. Lantz [HL, Proposition 4.31 proved that if 
a complete quasi-local ring admits a faithful Artinian module, then the ring 
is Noetherian. 

An immediate consequence is then 

PROPOSITION 1. A DCC R-module M can be thought of as a module over 
a Noetherian ring. 

Proof Let Supp(M) = {m,, m,,..., mk 1 m, E Max Spec R}. Then M= 
of=, M,,,, where Mm,, the localization of M at mi, is a DCC R,,-module. 
Set Ji = Ann,“, M,,, Ri= R,(/Di, and ~;=rn~R”,,/Z5~, i= 1, 2 ,,.., k. Now, 
observe that Mi,, is a faithful DCC R,-module and, hence, an &-module. 
Since 8, is Noetherian by [HL, Proposition 4.33, M= @f= 1 M,,, is a 
module over the ring nz=, Rj, which is Noetherian. 

For faithful SDICC modules over an arbitrary ring there is no obvious 
way to get a similar result, as Example 1, below, shows. The best we could 
obtain is 

THEOREM 1. A ring which admits a faithful SDICC module is WDICC. 

For the proof let us give a lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Let M he an SDICC R-module. Then, for all x E M- N, 
M/Rx is a Noetherian R-module. 

Proof: Pick an element x E M- N and consider the short exact 
sequence 0 + N/N n Rx + M/Rx + M/N + Rx + 0. Since M/N is 
Noetherian, so is the last term; while N/N n Rx has finite length. Hence, 
M/Rx is Noetherian. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let us prove first that R/n is Noetherian. For any 
given element XE M- N, set i = Ann,x and j = Ann,M/Rs. Then RJi is 
Noetherian and R/i z R.u is an SDICC ring. Moreover, i. i = (0). Set 
q = rad(i), i.e., q/i = n (R/i). Hence q/i is nilpotent, that is, q’ z i for some t, 
which implies q’ i = (0), and therefore q n i c n since (q n i)“’ = 
(q n i)‘(q n i) G q’ i = (0). Now, in the short exact sequence 

0 -+ q/q n i + R/q n i + R/q + 0, 

the last term has ACC, and the first term has ACC because q/q nj z 
q + i/j 4 R/i, so the middle term has it too. Hence, R/n is Noetherian. We 
still need to prove that n has DCC and is nilpotent. For this, pick 
x, ,..., xh E M- N which are generators of M [C2, Corollary 2.61. Set 
ii= Ann,x,, i= 1, 2 ,..., h. Let nj be the nilradical of R/i,. The map 
R -+ Rx, @ ... @Rx, defined by the rule r H (rx, ,..., rx,,) is an injective 
homomorphism since M is faithful. Hence rt 4 @f=, n, has DCC. Also, n is 
nilpotent because nmaxfirJ G qmaxfrf L nf=, i, = (0), where qi lifts n; back to R. 

Q.E.D. 

Before exhibiting the example of a quasi-local WDICC ring R such that 
R red is complete which is not DICC but which has a faithful SDICC 
module, we explain some background. 

Let A be a complete local domain. Recall that E,(k) is the injective hull 
of the residue field K of A and 2 = Horn, (-, E,(k)). Let E be a DCC not 
almost-divisible A-module (i.e., 3a E A - {0} such that EjaE does not have 
finite length [C2, Definition 1.23) and let E,, E, c E be such that 
E, n E, = (0), E/E, (i = 1, 2) is divisible, and E/E, zX, F as A-modules. 
Hence F has DCC. Consider the diagram 

EIE, 
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where rri, rt2 are the canonical quotient surjections and set /Ii= ai rt,, 
i= 1, 2. 

Consider the ring R = A @ E obtained from A by idealizing E (see [N] ). 
Since E is not almost divisible, R is not DICC, but WDICC. (We will show 
that for a suitable choice of A, R admits a faithful DICC module which will 
have the form M = A 0 A OF as an A-module.) We first note: 

LEMMA 2. To give an R-module H is the same as to give an A-module H 
together with an A-linear map 1: E + End,., (H) such that for all e, , e, E E, 
i(e,) A(e2) = 0. 

The proof is straightforward. Q.E.D. 

Let M = A @A OF, with F as above. Then, by Lemma 2, the A-linear 
map A: E + End.,, (M) defined by e --t A(e), where /l(e)(a, + a, +.f) = 
a,/?, (e) + azf12(e) E F defines an R-module structure on M: the scalars act 
by the rule (a@e)(a,+a,+f)= aal +aa2+4f+a,BI(e)+a2B2(e). BY 
[C2, Theorem 2.41 already quoted, M will be DICC if we can prove that 
for all x E M - F (Note: our N is F now), F/Rx n F has finite length. It will 
suffice if for all x E M - F, F/Rx n F = 0. 

An arbitrary element (a,, a,, f) E M-F (i.e., with a,, a, not both 0) has 
a multiple (aal, aa2, 0): pick a # 0 in Annf: Hence M has DICC provided 
that for all a,, a, E A not both zero and for all f E F, there exists e E E such 
that (O,O,f)= (OCDe)(a,, a,, 0), i.e., f = a, b1 (e) + a2f12(e). This means that 
M has DICC provided that the composite map 

IT 
E-O 

t’*<, 
+ 0 4&F, (2) 

L I</:lc? I' 

e ++ (0, e, a2e) b (aIn (e), a2n2(e)) t--+ (aI B1 (e), aA( 

-alBI(e)+a2B2(e) 

is surjective, or, equivalently, that the dual map , 
,y’ (E/E, I’ F’ 

E”+ x +- x +x+--F- 
E’ (E/E*)’ F’ 

is injective. 
This is not true in general but is true for the choices below. 

(3) 

EXAMPLE 1. Let us take A = rW[ [X, Y]] which is a complete local 
domain. Here, [w is the real numbers, C the complex numbers. Consider the 
A-module 

W=@CC-K YlIO(a=CCX Yll/(Y))=CICX Yll~o(c=ccx Yll/(Y))v, 
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where u=(LO), u = (0, 1 + (Y)), and take WI =a=ccx VI u, 
W,=C[[X, Y]](u+o). Then w,a W,=C[[X, Y]](ut, 1) and 
W, -% W, (U + u H i) and W = W, + W,. Let us identify the previous 
objects, i.e., E = W”, E; = (W/W,)“, i= 1,2. Then E has DCC and is not 
almost divisible, E, n E, = 0, E/E, is divisible, and E/E, a., Wi, i = 1, 2. 
Our task is now to form diagram (3) and check that the composite map is 
injective. We get 

cccx, Yll u cccx yllus(~cc~. Yll/(Y))c ccrx. VI u 

@CCX Ul+- + + 0 + 0 
cccx. VI cccx. Ylluo(crrx. Yll/CY))~’ C[ [X. Y]](u + 0) I 

cccx. Ul 

4-- 0 +@CL-x Yll, 
crrx. YII 

y[(a,+a,i)u+u,io]cly(u,u+a,i(u+u)) 

The element y[(a,+a,)u+a,iu]#O since y(a,+u,i)#O and this is so 
because u,+a,i~@[[X, Y]] is not zero as u,,u,E[W[[X, Y]] have been 
chosen not both zero. 

Remark 1. If a DICC R-module M is a direct sum of two modules 
M, , M,, then either both modules are Noetherian, or both are Artinian, or 
one of them must be of finite length. 

The next result is similar to [Cl, Theorem 33 for rings. First, let us recall 
from [C2] that a min/max ideal for an R-module M is a maximal ideal of 
R which is minimal in the support of M. 

THEOREM 2. A faithful SDICC R-module with finitely many minlmux 
ideals decomposes into a direct sum of a module of finite length and an 
SDICC module with no minlmux ideals. 

Proof: Assume there is only one such min/max ideal and set 
Q=U,,, AnnMitt’. Let us observe that the number r of min/max ideals is 
finite and, if it were r> 1, we would simply set Q= @lZ1 (U,,, Ann,m:). 
Consider the short exact sequence 0 + Q -+ A4 --t M/Q + 0. 

Since M/Q is an SDICC module with no min/max ideals, by [C2, 
Theorem 2.91 Supp(M/Q) is an irreducible closed subset of Spec(R) and is 
disjoint from Supp Q = {m}, which is closed in Spec(R). Hence 
M= M/Q 0 Q. As M/Q is SDICC, then Q must have finite length by 
Remark 1. Q.E.D. 

As a consequence we have that M is an R/ix R/j-module, where 

4x1 IWI-6 
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i = Ann,Q (hence R/i is Artinian as it is O-dimensional and Noetherian), 
and where j = Ann,M/Q (hence R/j is WDICC by Theorem 1). 

THEOREM 3. If M is a faithful SDICC R-module with no minlmax ideals, 
then the following statements hold: 

1. Min Supp(M)= {p>, 

2. p = nilradical of R. 

Proof (1) This has been proved in [C2, Theorem 2.91. 

(2) If not, there exists a prime ideal q c p. Hence M, =O. Let 
M= (m, ,..., m,), where miE M-N all i, and let i, = Ann,m,. As R/i, 4 M, 
it follows that (R/i,), = 0, all v, and therefore there exists x, E R - q such 
that x, kills m,. Then x = x;“’ . . xp I$ q and yet x kills M, a contradiction 
since M is faithful. 

This shows that p is minimal in Spec(R) and that p equals the nilradical 
of R. Q.E.D. 

For some purposes, the next result reduces the study of arbitrary DICC 
modules M to those in which M/N is a direct sum of prime cyclic modules. 

THEOREM 4. Let M be an arbitrary R-module. M is SDICC if and only if 
there exists an SDICC submodule M, of M such that M, d N, M/M0 is 
Noetherian, M/N is an essential extension of M,/N n M,, and N/M, n N 
has finite length. If M is SDICC, then M, above can be chosen so that 
MoIN n MO = Ofin,,e R/P,. 

Proof: First, let us assume that M is SDICC and construct M,. Since 
M/N is Noetherian, we can choose U, ,..., ii,, where ui E M, i= I,..., 5, such 
that Ann,ui= pi, a prime ideal of R, the sum C’=, Rui is direct, and r is 
maximum. Then M, = Cf= I Rii, z @;= l R/p I and M, c M/N is essential. 
(If it is not essential, pick U E M - (0) such that Rzi n M, = 0. Replace h by 
a multiple with prime annihilator, and then U,,..., ii,, U give a larger value 
for r.) Let M,,=C:= i Ru,+ N. Note that M,/N is M,. 

M, is DICC simply because it is a submodule of M. M/M,, g m/H0 is 
Noetherian. Since M is not Noetherian, neither is M,. Finally if M, were 
Artinian, we would have M, = N, so that M/N is an essential extension of 
0. It follows that M= N, and so M is Artinian. 

Conversely, suppose M, is SDICC, N/N,, where N, = M, n N has finite 
length, M,/N, 4 M/N is essential, and M/M, is ACC. We must show that 
M is SDICC. Since N, is DCC and N/N,, has finite length, N is DCC. M/N 
is Noetherian because the first and last terms of the short exact sequence 
0 -+ MO/N0 + MjN -+ M/M, + N -+ 0 are Noetherian. Given x E M - N, we 
need to show that N/Rx AN has finite length. Since M,, 4 M is essential, 
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pick Y~li;i-{O}, hence ~,YEM~-{O} for some aeR-{0}, i.e., 
af = ti, # 0 or, equivalently, ax = m, + n,. Multiplying further, we can kill 
n, and get y = a’x E M, - N,. It is sufficient to show that N/Ry n N has 
finite length since Rye Rx. For this, consider the short exact sequence 

NO N N 
O--b-+- 

RynN, 
---o, 

RynN No 

where Ryn N= Ryn N, because Ryn Nc N, since RycM, and 
N, = M, n N. Since the first and last terms have finite length, the middle 
term has it too. Finally, M is SDICC since M, c A4 is SDICC. 
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